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i=(2), where the T
`m
are the multipole moments
of the CMB temperature. The closed (green) circles show
the B98 data. The magenta crosses are a radical compres-
sion of all the data prior to B98 into optimal bandpow-
ers [2, 3, 4], showing the qualitative improvement provided
by B98 except in the `

<
20 DMR regime, where the COBE
data are represented as a single bandpower (open black cir-
cle). (Note that the B98 and prior CMB points at ` = 150
lie on top of each other.) The smooth curves depict power
spectra for several maximum likelihood models with dierent















follows: P1, short dashed line,(1.3,0.10,0.80,0.6,0.80,0.025);
P4, dot-dashed line,(1.15,0.03,0.17,0.4,0.925,0); P8, short-
long dashed line,(1.05,0.02,0.06,0.90,0.825,0); P11, solid
line,(1.0,0.03,0.17,0.70,0.95,0.025). These curves are all rea-
sonable ts to the B98+COBE data. For comparison,





= 0:7 \concordance model"
which does not t (dotted line labelled C), with parameters
(1.0,0.02,0.12,0.70,1.0,0).







< 1:12. Row P0 of Table I shows the result
for our full 7 parameter set with a similar medium prior
(here taken to be h = 0:650:1, !
b
= 0:0190:006, with
Gaussian errors for both). As we progress through the
Table, we show the eect of either weakening or strength-
ening the prior from this starting point.
Two of our parameters are fundamental for describ-
ing the physics of the radiative transport of the CMB
through the epoch at z  1100, when the photons decou-
pled from the baryons. These are !
b








. The acoustic patterns at decoupling are
related to the sound-crossing distance at that time, r
s
,
which is sensitive to these parameters. We x the density
of photons and neutrinos [11], which are other important
constituents at this epoch. The observed B98 patterns
are also sensitive to the \angular diameter distance" to
photon decoupling, mapping the z  1100 spatial struc-
ture to the angular structure, and, through its depen-
dence on geometry, to 

tot
, the total energy in units of
the critical density. When 

tot
< 1 (open models), r
s
is






is mapped to a large angular scale.
This mapping also depends upon the density asso-













, as well as on 

k
















which give the same ratio of angular diam-
eter distance to sound horizon will give nearly identical
CMB patterns, resulting in a near degeneracy that is
broken only at large angular scales where photon trans-
port through time-varying gravitational potentials plays




determined by our data alone, in spite of the high pre-
cision of B98. We have paid special attention to such
near-degeneracies [12] throughout our analysis.
The universe reionized sometime between photon de-
coupling and z  5. This suppresses C
`
at small scales





, our fth parameter, is the
optical depth to Thompson scattering from the epoch at
which the universe reionized to the present.
Our last two parameters characterize the nature of the
uctuations arising in the very early universe, through
a power law \tilt" n
s
and an overall amplitude factor
for the primordial perturbations. The simplest ination
models have a nearly scale invariant spectrum character-
ized by n
s
 1. Of course, many more variables, and
even functions, may be needed to specify the primordial
uctuations, in particular those describing the possible
contribution of gravity waves, whose role we have also





is the CMB power in the theoretical spec-
trum at ` = 10. If we wish to relate the CMB data to








model power in the density uctuations on the scale of
clusters of galaxies (8h
 1
Mpc).

















g. The amplitude C
10
is a continuous variable, and the rest are discretized
for the purpose of constructing the model database
we use to compare data and theory. The number of















































1:5. The spacings in each dimension are
uneven, designed to concentrate coverage in the regions
preferred by the data and yet still map the outlying
regions[14]. Fast CMB transport programs [15] were
used to construct our C
`
databases. Use was made of
the angular-diameter distance degeneracy and `-space
compression to reduce the size and computational
requirements needed to construct such a database.
Parameter estimation is an integral part of the B98
3analysis pipeline, which makes statistically well-dened
maps and corresponding noise matrices from the time-
ordered data, from which we compute a set of maxi-
mum likelihood bandpowers, C
B




is calculated to provide error estimates




and the curvature matrix evaluated




, are used in the oset-lognormal ap-





jx; ~y) for each combination of parameters x and ~y in
our database. Here x is the value of the parameter we are
limiting, ~y species the values of the other parameters.
We multiply the likelihood by our chosen priors, and
marginalize over the values of the other parameters ~y,
including the systematic uncertainties in the beamwidth
and calibration of the measurement [16]. This yields the
marginalized likelihood distribution








(x; ~y)L(x; ~y)d~y: (1)
For clear detections, central values and 1 limits for the
explicit database parameters mentioned above are found
from the 16%, 50% and 84% integrals of L(x). When
no clear detection exists, these errors can be misleading,
so for these cases we shift to likelihood fallos by e
 1=2
from the maximum, or variances about the mean of the
distribution L(x). The mean and variance are used to




, which may be nonlinear combinations of the
database variables. For good detections the three esti-
mation methods give very good agreement, and yield 2
errors that are roughly twice the 1 ones generally re-
ported in this paper.
We have used this method to estimate parameters, us-
ing the B98 power spectrum of Figure 1 with the COBE
bandpowers determined by [2] and a variety of priors.
The results are summarized in Table I; likelihood func-
tions for selected parameters and priors are shown in Fig-
ure 2.
In the presence of degenerate and ill-constrained com-
binations of parameters, as with CMB data, the edges
of the data-base form implicit priors. We have con-
structed our database such that these eective priors are
extremely broad. This allows us to probe the dependence
of our results on individually imposed priors. The choice
of measure on the space is itself a prior; we have used a
linear measure in each of our variables [17]. SuÆciently
restrictive priors can break parameter degeneracies and
result in more stringent limits on the cosmological pa-
rameters. Articially restrictive databases or priors can
lead to misleading results; thus, priors should be both
well motivated and tested for stability. We therefore re-
gard it as essential that the role of \hidden priors" in any
choice for C
`
database construction be clearly articulated.
To illustrate the eects of the database structure and
applied priors, we have plotted likelihood functions found
using only the database and priors (and no B98 data) in
Figure 3. These should be compared with those plot-
ted in Figure 2 which include the B98 constraints, as
discussed below. We now turn to the results found by
applying dierent priors, in the general order of weakest
to strongest applied priors.
Our \entire database" analysis prefers closed models
with very high !
b
, as shown in line P1 of Table I and in
Figure 2. The low sound speed of these models couples
with the closed geometry to t the peak near `  200.
These models require very high values of h and !
b
, and
have extremely low ages, so we have mapped out this re-
gion using a coarse grid. The dual-peaked projected like-
lihood functions shown are reections of the the complex-
ity of the full 9-dimensional likelihood hypersurface. We
note that parameter combinations that appear to have a
low probability based on the projected one-dimensional




t model of Figure 1.
Applying weakly restrictive priors (lines P2-P4 in Ta-
ble I) moves the result away from the low sound speed
models, to a regime which is stable upon application of
more restrictive priors, as shown in panels 1 (top left)
and 4 (bottom left) of Figure 2. Given their gross conict
with many other cosmological tests we do not advocate
the \entire database" models as representative of the ac-
tual universe, and we proceed with prior-limited analyses
below.
The analysis with weakly restrictive priors (P2-P4)
nds that the curvature is consistent with at, while




= 0 as more restrictive priors are applied, as shown
in Table I and in panel 1 (top left) of Figure 2, suggests
caution in drawing any conclusion from the magnitude of
the likelihood drop at 

k
= 0. In fact, as is evident from
Figure 1, there are models with 

k
= 0 that t the data
quite well. The likelihood curve simply indicates that
there are more models with 

k




that t the data well.
We have taken special care to study the eect on the
likelihood distributions of choosing a dierent parame-
terization of our database. For example, we have inves-
tigated the likelihoods that result from a nely gridded

















. This second method, restricted
to 
c
= 0 models, uses these dierent variable choices,
gridding, and a completely dierent procedure and code
which uses maximization of the likelihood over other vari-
ables rather than marginalization. To compare with this
second method, we have taken the database used for the
table and mimicked the eective priors due to the pa-
rameter limits of the second database. The results found
using these two parameterizations and codes agree quite
well - in all cases the likelihood curves shift by at most
a small fraction of their width. For example, for the ap-




from 0:99 < 

tot
< 1:24 for the method used in the table
to 0:94 < 

tot






, and h method. Due















if we use maximization, rather than marginalization, in
the code used for the table. Additionally, we note that
a downward shift of about 5% in 

tot
occurs if the 10
Gyr age constraint is removed from P2. These points,




= 1 curve in Fig. 1, reinforces our conclusion
that there is no signicant evidence in the B98 data for
non-zero curvature. The only valid conclusion to draw
from the data that we analyze in this paper is that the
geometry of the universe is very close to at.
The baryon density !
b
is also well constrained. While
our results are higher ( 3) than the !
b
estimates from
light element abundances [10], it is most remarkable that
our entirely independent method yields a result that is so
close to the BBN value. The scalar spectral index n
s
is
very stable once weak priors are applied, and is near the
value expected from ination. This weak prior analysis








results in Table I are suggestive of a detection, but are at
least in part driven by the weak priors acting on limits
of the database [18, 19] as shown in Figure 3. The values
of 
c
are in the range of expectation of the models, but
there is no clear detection.
Note that the the weak priors adopt the conservative
restriction that the age of the universe exceeds 10 Gyr.
Without this, the weak h prior still allows a contribu-
tion, albeit reduced, from the high !
b
, low sound speed,
low age solution. With the age restriction, this solution





not signicantly change the constraint: thus, the \weak
h+BBN+age" (P4) and \weak h+age" (P2) rows are es-
sentially identical.
In row P4a, we add a \CMB prior", which is a full
likelihood analysis of all prior CMB experiments com-
bined with B98 and DMR, including appropriate l-
ter functions, calibration uncertainties, correlations, and
noise estimates for use in the oset-lognormal approxi-
mation [2]. As would be expected given the errors we
compute on the compressed bandpowers of these experi-
ments in Figure 1 cf. those for B98, this CMB prior only
slightly modies the B98-derived parameters, with n
s
the
most notable migration. None the less, as much previ-
ous analysis of the prior heterogeneous CMB datasets
has shown [20], reasonably strong cosmological conclu-






shows results excluding B98, for the weak prior case,






tions consistent with the B98 results, no conclusions can
be drawn on !
b
(though the \whole database" analysis





region). We note that if

c
 0 is enforced, most variables remain unmoved, but
n
s
, which is well-correlated with 
c
, moves closer to unity:
for P4, P4a, P4b, we would have n
s
= 0:97; 1:03; 1:02,
respectively, and for P5, P5a, P5b, we would have n
s
=
0:93; 0:98;0:98. A prior probability of 
c
based on ideas of











results are stable to the addition
of a prior which imposes two constraints derived from
LSS observations [21]. The rst is an estimate of 
2
8
that requires the theory in question to reproduce the lo-
cal abundance of clusters of galaxies. The second is an
estimate of a shape parameter for the density power spec-
trum derived from observations of galaxy clustering [22].
Adding LSS to the weak h and BBN priors (P5, and pan-
els 2 (top center) and 3 (top right) of Figure 2) breaks




tent with \cosmic concordance" models. This also occurs
when LSS is added to only the prior CMB data (P5b
and [21]). The LSS prior also strengthens the statisti-
















plane. Here we have plotted the
LSS prior (P5), which strongly localizes the contours [23]
away from the 


= 0 axis, toward a region that is highly
consistent with the SN1a results [24]. Indeed, treating
the SN1a likelihood as a prior does not change the re-
sults very much, as indicated by row P12 and P13 of the
Table, to be compared with rows P5 and P11, respec-
tively.
The use of a strong h prior alone yields results very
similar to those for the weak h case. The strong BBN
prior, however, shifts many of the results from the weak






and constraining it with the BBN prior shifts the values














Additional \strong prior" results (P8-P11) are shown in
Table I, as an exercise in the power of combining other
constraints with CMB data of this quality.
A number of the cosmological parameters are highly
correlated, reecting weak degeneracies in the broad but
restricted `-space range that the B98+DMR data cov-
ers [12]. Some of these degeneracies can be broken with
data at higher `, as is visually evident in the radically dif-
ferent behavior of the models of Figure 1 beyond `  600.
To understand the degeneracies within the context of this





i, both for the database param-
eters and the ones derived from them. They add motiva-
tion for the specic parameter choices we have made [25].
Parameter eigenmodes [6, 12] of the covariance matrix,
found by rotating into principal components, explicitly
show the combinations of physical database variables
that give orthogonal error bars. A by-product is a rank-
ordered set of eigenvalues, which show that for the cur-
rent B98 data, 3 combinations of the 7 parameters are
determined to better than 10% [26].
We conclude that the B98 data are consistent with the
predictions of the basic inationary paradigm: that the
curvature of the universe is near zero (

k
= 0) and that
the primordial power spectrum is nearly scale-invariant
(n
s
= 1). The slight preference that the current data
show for closed, rather than open, models is not, we
believe, a statistically signicant indication of non-zero
curvature. A more conclusive statement awaits further
5analysis of B98 data, which will increase the precision of
the measured power spectrum, and/or the results from
other experiments.






, a rst for determinations of this parameter from
CMB data. The value that we measure is robust to the
choice of prior, and is both remarkably close to and signif-
icantly higher than that given by the observed light ele-










Finally, we nd that combining the B98 data with our
relatively weak prior representing LSS observations and
with our other weak priors on the Hubble constant and
















) contributions to the total energy
density in the universe. The amount of dark energy that












= 1), and to the
inclusion of the prior likelihood given by observations










= 1 and the SN1a priors are included). The




from the CMB+LSS data and from the
SN1a data is powerful support for the notion that the
universe is currently dominated by precisely the amount
of dark energy necessary to provide zero curvature.
The analysis presented here and in [7] makes use of
only a small fraction of the data obtained during the rst
Antarctic ight of Boomerang. Work now in progress
will increase the precision of the power spectrum from
` = 50 to 600, and extend the measurements to smaller
angular scales, allowing yet more precise determinations
of several of the cosmological parameters.
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which is related to the
horizon scale when the Universe passed from relativis-
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, and hence this is what we plotted in












have a 75% correlation, not surprising in view




[26] For the P4 case, the best determined eigenmode (to
0:03) is a combination of slope, amplitude and Thomp-








orthogonal to the angular diameter distance degeneracy;
the third eigenmode (to 0:09) is mostly !
b
, with a lit-
tle contribution from all other variables. The next three
combinations are determined to 0:14. the worst (0:4)





. Similar coeÆcients and
accuracies hold for other priors, except for distortions in
















the full-database (P1, dotted line) prefers closed models, but reasonable priors (P2, dashed blue line; P4, solid blue line; P0,
dot-dash red line; note that P2 and P4 lie on top of one another in every panel in this plot but are distinct in Figure 3)
progressively move toward 

k




are shown in panel 2 (top center). In panels 2 and 4-6, the cases and line types are as in panel 1, except that dot-dashed
now denotes the weak+LSS prior, P5. With weak priors applied, there is no signicant detection of 


(P2 and P4, overlapping
as solid blue line in all remaining L(x) panels). Only by adding the LSS prior is 


localized away from zero (P5, red dot-dash






, for which the rst two panels are






=0. The blue contours are those found with the
weak prior (P4), plotted at 1, 2, and 3[23]. Red contours are similarly plotted for the weak+LSS prior (P5). SN1a constraints
are plotted as the lighter (black) smooth contours, and are consistent with the CMB contours at the 1 level. Panel 4 (bottom
left) shows the contours for !
b
; the full database analysis results in a bimodal distribution with the higher peak concentrated
at very high values. These high !
b
models are eliminated by the application of a weak h prior or weak BBN prior (P2 and
P4, overlapping as blue here). Panel 5 (bottom center) shows a localization of !
c
for the weak h and BBN prior cases, but
this is partially due to the eect of the database structure coupling to the h and age priors. Only the LSS prior (P5, red
dot-dash) allows the CMB to signicantly constrain !
c
. Panel 6 (bottom right) shows good localization and consistency in
the n
s
determination once any priors are applied. The ination-motivated 

tot
=1 priors (P10, P11) give very similar curves









FIG. 3: Likelihood functions similar to those in Figure 2, but computed without using the B98 data. These curves show the
eect of the database constraints and applied priors alone. The identication of the curves is the same as in Figure 2, with the
addition of the dotted magenta curve in panels 2-6, which shows the likelihood given weak priors and the COBE DMR data. In
panel 3, only the 1 (red) contour is shown for the prior only and prior+DMR cases, while 1, 2 and 3 (light black) contours
are shown for SN1a. The curves for P2 (solid blue) and P4 (dashed blue) are slightly separated in this gure, in contrast to
Figure 2, where they overlapped. Of particular interest here are the slope induced across 
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with just weak+DMR+LSS (dotted magenta).
